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Patrick Mouratoglou; Serena Williams' coach; host of his own daily TV Show for Eurosport
International, sports commentator on ESPN, founder and President of the Mouratoglou Tennis
Academy and Resort and Philanthropist is the most followed coach on the "Tennisphere". The
Coach is Patrick Mouratoglou's hugely motivational and inspirational story. As a child, he was full
of suffering, enduring anxiety attacks at night. In his own words "puny and very timid, paralysed
by the shame of not being able to do better". Now, as one of the world's leading tennis coaches
he is responsible for transforming the career of Serena Williams and helping her become the
greatest of all times. His story is a great example of trial over adversity.
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patrick@mouratoglou.com.“Whenever you do anything, be aware that you will be opposed by
those who wanted to do the same thing, by those who wanted to do the opposite and by the vast
majority of those who wanted to do nothing.”ConfuciusWithout my parents,I would have been
someone else.Without my three children,I would be lacking a central pillar of my life.Without
those who were bold enough to believe in me, I would not have been able to achieve
anything.Without those who opposed me,I would never have learned how to fight.Without those
who gave me love,I would never have existed.A CoachWhen you embark on the adventure you
need ambition but also freedom from any cares;Humility as you set out on each new
collaboration, because when you begin working with someone you need to start with a clean
slate;A healthy dose of self-assurance to enable you to impose yourself on the person you are
working with;Love and empathy,so that you can be an attentive and kind listener;An acute sense
of observation and analysis to determine precisely what your student needs, as well as intuition,
so that you can anticipate what he is feeling without him having to tell you;The passion to live
intensely through events and to keep faith, as well as enough detachment to enable you to be
objective in any situation;The desire to put into work a plan of action and the discipline to stick to
it, as well as perseverance and optimism to keep heading in the right direction, even when a
storm is raging around you;The rigour to map out a strategy;The creativity to negotiate a route
off the beaten track;Patience to accept the length of the road, and impatience to impose on
yourself the constant need to move forward;A sense of communication so that you are in sync



with your student and diplomacy to make your whole team stick together;Experience so that you
can avoidfoundering on the rocks;Huge confidence in yourself so that you can convey the
necessary strength to bring a project, however insane it might seem, to a successful
conclusion.That’s what being a coach is.ForewordIt was the summer of 2012. I had just won
Miami, Charleston, Madrid and reached the semis of Rome but had to pull out to make sure I
was in full form, fully fit and fully ready for the main event: The only Grand Slam that eluded me
for ten years, Roland-Garros. I won it once before, ten years prior, but it seemed like, no matter
what I did or did not do, I managed to loose at Roland-Garros every year. Now at thirty and on
paper for tennis, “over the hill” I wanted to try to do something new: Win Roland-Garros.Before
the tournament started I would often see Patrick Mouratoglou. A coach that always intrigued me
because he was always able to bring people to a new level. I remember playing his student
Aravane Rezai in Sydney, Australia one year and wow I was in trouble. I had to fight deep to win
that match. She went on to nearly break the top ten under his tutelage. There was also
Wickmayer who managed to get to the semis of the U.S. Open almost instantly with his
help.Patrick was fearless, he was nice and he seemed to always be around. I always bumped
into him everywhere I went at RG 2012. Even before my first round match I saw him and I told
him, “as always I have to play a local French woman in the first round. It seems like every year I
have to play someone French!”Then, I crashed out first round at Court Philippe–Chatrier. I was
devastated. I spent three days in my room. I never left. I just stayed in, wondering what next. I did
everything I needed to do to win, but mentally I fell apart. I came undone. I’m not sure why, but I
just could not get it together.After also loosing in the first round of the doubles, I decided either
to go home or go to work. Home was not appealing. I loved France. I loved the culture, I had a
small apartment there and I wanted to work. But how? It hit me: coach Mouratoglou.After getting
in contact with him he proposed I went to his academy and hit ball with two guys every day. The
first day, the Coach did not seem as fiery and fearless as he normally does. He was docile,
sensitive and open. He came on to the court with me and I thought wow, well why doesn’t he
stay and tell me some things? I want to see how this coach manages to make people turn
corners they normally don’t. That first day, I will never forget, because I don’t remember him
saying a single word. I turned around and said, “if you want to interject feel free. I am just here to
learn and I am completely open to hear new things.”Until that moment in my thirteen Grand Slam
career I had always worked with my dad and my mum. But I was not looking for anything else I
was just looking to win.I don’t remember what happened and what Patrick said, but I do
remember loving it. He sounded just like my dad! Confident in me, fearless and hungry. He loved
how I used open stances and encouraged me to continue using them. I often had people tell me
that I should NOT use that footwork and they were quickly out. It was the same coaching style,
innovative and confident.When it came time for me to go I did not want to stop working and
listening to him. I tasted something new and fresh and I wanted to keep it up. I asked him if
maybe he could work with me at Wimbledon before the tournament because I knew he was
working with someone else at the time. He said he would have to talk to his student and get back



with me. Again his honesty, I thought, was great.I was so excited. I talked with my mum and told
her working with Mouratoglou was cool. He worked like I wanted to. I wanted to take my game to
a new level and even though I was thirty I knew I could do it. She was excited for me. So a week
before Wimbledon, I worked everyday with Patrick and my dad.But I struggled. I was winning my
matches but barely. My confidence was a bit lower than normal. I was sick, I just was not myself.
Finally I somehow managed to get into the quarter–finals in both singles and doubles and
Patrick was talking to me before my match. He told me, “Up until now I have seen a mediocre
Serena. I want to see the real Serena, the one that is great. You have not brought her out yet. I’ve
seen her on television, but today is the day she needs to come out. Without her you will not
win.”He was right I was really passive all week and I was going up against the defending
champion, I needed something extra.So Serena came out and he has helped me bring “Serena”
out ever since. I went on to win singles and doubles that year at Wimbledon; Singles at the U.S.
Open and the end of the year championships. Soon I was back at number one. I was now apart
of Patrick Mouratoglou’s tutelage, that winning one.Patrick Mouratoglou is the “Mastermind”
indeed. I wanted something fresh, something different, something that was able to take me from
great to historic. That is what Patrick was able to do with me. In just two years we went to win six
out of eleven Grand Slams ALL FOUR OF THEM and countless other titles including the year
end championships three times in a row and lead me to my dream of holding an Olympic Gold
Medal. Patrick analyses situations, and conforms them to fit whoever he works with, professional
tennis players, amateurs, juniors, or just for motivation. He takes the confidence that is in him
and it somehow permeates into you.Patrick is not a great coach but a phenomenal coach. The
only thing is, you haven’t seen the best of him yet. He is still working on his masterpiece and for
anyone facing whoever he is coaching – that is a fearful thought.Serena Williams1Running out of
inspiration“I believe in the sun, even when it is not shining.”Graffiti by a Holocaust
victimUnbelievable… I have been feeling tired for some months now – yet I’m someone who has
always been brimming over with energy. I feel less inspired, less alert, less creative. Everything
seems to me to be insurmountable – yet I’m someone who has always tackled life with a
ferocious enthusiasm.This weariness has been dragging me down for months, but at last I have
come to understand what is going on inside me, what has made me grind to a halt, what has
stopped me in my tracks.I have come a long way – a very long way. In truth, I have come from
nowhere. My life had been set out for me, yet I had no desire to embark on a journey that had
been prepared for me in advance. Then I started up an engine – an internal engine with
phenomenal power.I put my dreams into words and I decided to make them happen: mad
dreams, sub–conscious dreams, which all my friends and those close to me said were
impossible to achieve. People said I was a dreamer, a gentle eccentric setting out to scale an
unclimbable Everest.Twenty years later I’m standing on the terrace of my academy and reality
hits me straight in the face. I have achieved every one of my ambitions. Better than that, beyond
all my hopes I have actually exceeded them.Obviously, life does not end there. Obviously, I have
thousands of things still to accomplish, even though this once sickly child, who lacked



confidence but dreamed about tennis when watching television, has become a big player on this
particular stage. I am the coach of one of the greatest women players of all time, who under my
guidance has returned to number one in the world and enjoyed the best seasons of her career
despite being over 30 years old. I am the founder and president of one of the world’s biggest
tennis academies. I am a consultant and commentator for Eurosport International, and my show
The Coach is broadcasted daily in more than 50 countries during Grand Slams, a published
author and a consultant for several tennis magazines across the world…I started my foundation
named Champ’Seed to help the best hopes in tennis who need financial support achieve their
dreams.I started a family and have three wonderful children.When I assess my life I ask myself:
what is driving me forward today? I would like to catch a glimpse of at least the start of a reply to
that question, but the engine has seized up. It’s like I have a hangover. I had been moving
forward like a steamroller: when I decided on something, when I wanted something, nothing got
in my way. I just pushed ahead, broke down the doors – and got in through the windows if
necessary. When people tried to stop me I just carried on regardless. I had dedicated my
professional life to finding ways to get what I wanted for my players and for myself.But as I write
those words, I can’t express what it is that drives me on. Recognition? I’ve enjoyed that beyond
my wildest dreams.Meeting people? I’ve been able to approach most of those people who
inspired me. I can confirm with gratitude that no door is closed to me. Money? I earn a very good
living, but that has never been motivation for me.Titles? We have won more than I could have
dared to dream about winning. I count them in tens, including eight Grand Slam titles and two
Olympic gold medals.What then? Absolutely nothing.I have achieved everything that had
seemed out of my reach, thanks to my total dedication, a huge amount of work and remaining
focused throughout.I have dreamed, planned, suffered, fought and had sleepless nights. I have
made every sacrifice in order to achieve my goals. Today everything is possible to me,
everything is within my reach. All I have left to do is to harvest the fruits of my years of work. But I
know that this feeling is an illusion. I know equally that if I relax I could lose everything in the
space of one second.In writing these words I am well aware that my own existential problems
might seem futile and unimportant. However, I am going through a period of depression and
have only just woken up to that fact.I need excitement. I need mad dreams which tear me away
from my comfort zone. I always want to stand up to, challenge, frighten myself.That is what
drives me. In reaching all my objectives, I have lost what is most precious to me, what drove me
forward, what made me fight.I’ve always wanted to strive for excellence, to lead a fulfilled life, to
leave a mark. A life is so fleeting… I would like mine to be a collection of exceptional moments.
It’s a race against the clock because there are so many things to achieve and yet so little time.
I’ve always thought that I could achieve everything, all that I had dreamed about and everything
that I will dream about tomorrow. However, this frenzy that had always carried me forward has
just left me.When the French editor suggested that I should write an autobiography my first
reaction was: “I’m in my forties. At this moment in time that doesn’t make any sense. Let’s talk
about it again when I’m 80.”She then explained to me that it was precisely my exceptional life



journey that made for such a gripping subject: the success story of an outsider, a man with no
advantages.As I write these words, after Serena, coached by me, has just enjoyed the best
seasons of her career, I realise that my strength, what makes me special, is my ability to resolve
whole sets of problems, my ability to bounce back.I recall where I came from and I feel as if I
have been saved by a miracle.Me, the sickly child.Me, the boy who was an academic failure.Me,
the adolescent who was so reserved that he could not communicate with people.This career on
which I had embarked was not pre–destined.How had this puny boy, uncomfortable in his own
skin, become a leader of men and women?How had I managed to conquer my timidity and my
complexes to transform myself into a communicator who was able to enter the world of my
players?How had I broken free from the spiral of failure to become someone who turned others
into winners?How had I been able to change a tale which had started out so unpromisingly into
a success story?Life often turns on a few major decisions, which you take at crucial moments.
The same is true of a player’s career. When you make those decisions, you have to trust that
your will does not fail you.As far as I am concerned, four major decisions have allowed me to
make radical turns on my life path, to reinvent myself and to adapt in order to get what I expected
out of life. I had set out on a life of mediocrity, but I fought to change my destiny. I was unwell but I
recovered my health. I was indecisive and I learned to lead my life the way I wanted to. I was
fearful but I have become fearless.Everything is possible. Nothing is set in stone. Life is a tennis
match. You set out with potential, with a dream, with fears and with uncertainties. With faith,
ambition, courage, perseverance – and with a lack of awareness – you can move
mountains.Here is my life, my match, my journey.2My Wimbledon“Take your opportunity, grab
your good fortuneand take on your risk.They will get used to looking at you.”René CharJuly 8th
2012Wimbledon, London, United KingdomSerena is facing Agnieszka Radwanska, the world
No.2, in the Wimbledon final. It’s a chance for her to win a Grand Slam title, which she hasn’t
done for two years. We have been working together for a month. She is playing for high stakes.
She has taken a risk by deciding to choose me. It’s the first time in her career that she has gone
to a private coach, having only ever worked with her father. She wants to get back to the top and
this is the first Everest she has to climb. The crisis of confidence that she has been through has
pushed her to leave her comfort zone, to change her ways, to go back to the drawing board.For
me too this match is crucial in many respects. It is an opportunity to prove how well our
partnership is working; on the other hand it could call that partnership into question. It could
enable me to win my first Grand Slam title as a coach, which had been my goal ever since I
decided to become a professional tennis coach.The early rounds have been very difficult, but I
could also point out that the results of our work together have become apparent with each
match. I am getting to know my player better and better and my contributions are having more
and more impact. I can sense her mental state and I can influence it to the extent that she goes
into matches in the best possible frame of mind. She gets nearer to her best level as she
advances in the tournament. When Serena is in the zone she is untouchable.When the match is
interrupted by rain at one set all and she gives me a look which says she wants to see me



outside the locker rooms, I know that I will find the words that will make a difference. I also know
that when she looks me in the eyes during this short conversation she will discover the
reassurance and the confidence she needs in order to go back into battle even stronger.“When
you win, don’t say anything. When you lose, say even less.” Paul BrownTwenty–seven minutes
later, a victorious Serena shakes Radwanska’s hand. She has won. We have won.I am happy,
but only because her joy is so clear to me. I take pride in a job accomplished, having played a
decisive role. That’s it. Nothing else. It’s as though everything had been written in the stars, as if I
had arrived at that point just as I had always expected to. No surprise, no luck. Step by step I
have followed the route which took me to this final. It was a path which had become clear
beneath my feet, little by little, over more than fifteen years. Even if there had been moments
when I had strayed from that path, I always knew that I would reach my destination. My path was
a reflection of this tournament that Serena had toiled so hard to win.At the end of the match I
don’t feel any desire to explode with joy. I want to go home. My mission has been accomplished
and I am exhausted. I don’t hang around inside the stadium. I am walking towards my rented
apartment when my phone rings. It’s Serena: “Where are you? What are you doing? This is a
time when you should be with us. Come straight away.” She is extremely excited, as if she had
just won the first Grand Slam title of her career.For me, it’s all very different. I have finally realised
this dream of helping a player to win a Grand Slam title. I have finally achieved this goal that I
had set myself as a coach. I had achieved all my other goals one after another, but this has been
the fruit of my whole career. I hadn’t won my Grand Slam that day. I had won it stage by stage,
day after day.Just after the match a throng of journalists gather round me with cameras, voice
recorders and microphones in hand. The questions come thick and fast about Serena, about
what to make of her revival, about our work together. When one of the journalists asks if working
with her is like a consecration for me, I retort: “No. That’s not the situation. I don’t look on my work
like that. I’ll only be satisfied if I am really able to make the difference. Serena is a great
champion with or without me. My job is to help her reach another dimension, to make her win
more than she has ever done before, to break records. That is the only way in which I will be able
to judge the quality of my work.”The tournament is over and I know that from now onwards,
beginning from tomorrow, I will refocus on new objectives. The season continues and the
Olympic Games take place in only three weeks’ time.What happened today is not the end of a
story, this is not a conclusion. This is the start of a new and incredible adventure: my adventure,
which I have been building for fifteen years – our adventure, which we embarked upon just a
month ago. I don’t know what the future will bring, but at this moment I am convinced that we
have an appointment with tennis history.3A chaotic childhood“In the depths of winter I finally
learned that within me there lay an invincible summer.”Albert CamusI have come a long way. The
road has been so long that I have trouble appreciating the length of the journey. I have trouble
understanding how the child that I was, could have become the adult who is writing these words
today. Much of that is down to tennis, but what has always made the difference has been my
refusal to accept fate, my obsession with grabbing hold of life and moulding it to my dreams, my



ability to evolve into the person that I want to be. I have achieved this tour de force through my
unshakeable will and my great capacity to adapt. I have learned to develop these qualities – and
I regard them as my greatest professional assets. I have changed my destiny, though I needed
many years to do that…As a child, my life was full of suffering. Every day I endured anxiety
attacks at night. I suffered with nausea and vomiting. I was puny and very timid. I felt like
someone who was looking in disbelief at my own life, paralysed by the shame of not being able
to do better.I judged myself without any kindness. I admired others for their qualities – and I
didn’t find any in myself. I was very reserved. Even in the best situations I needed a lot of time to
form friendships with other people. Added to that, I was frustratingly slow to grow physically, to
the point where I was always the smallest in my class. I lived in a hermetically sealed bubble and
even the most minimal of contact with other people required exhausting effort.On top of
everything, I had some serious difficulties at school. School crystallised all my problems. I spent
most of my time there alone, unhappy and in a state of failure. My father kept me under
permanent pressure. He had always been a brilliant student and blamed my failure at school on
a lack of desire on my part. He was not around often because he was always working and
travelled a lot. Even when he was there in the family home, his spirit was elsewhere. His head
was always in his business. He got up early in the morning, played classical piano for two hours
and then left for the office. He came home for dinner, got down from the table as soon as he had
eaten his last mouthful and worked until he went to bed.When my brother or I talked to him, he
did not give us his full attention and replied in vague terms. He was absorbed instead by his
professional projects and by his clever calculations.My father was born in Greece to Greek
parents. He left the country of his birth when he was thirteen. Having been a brilliant student, he
then pursued a remarkable professional career.At 16 he gave up studying for his baccalaureate
and entered the Ecole Polytechnique after only one year at preparatory school.A lover of
classical music, as his parents were, he played the piano for several hours each day, as he still
does to this day. It was as if my childhood was spent being rocked to sleep as he practised his
scales. I write these pages to the sound of Chopin’s nocturnes: musical works of great purity,
muffled and intimate, which remind me of my childhood, my family, my roots. They fill me with
nostalgia.While preparing to enter the Polytechnique, my father recorded an album of him
playing classical piano. He briefly considered giving up his studies for a career as a soloist. The
choice he made at that moment was crucial in terms of the rest of his professional life. His future
success in the world of business would tell him that he made the right decision.Nonetheless, I
doubt whether social success has ever been an objective for him. He regards business as an
art. He tells me: “A good bit of business is a masterpiece.” Everything is perfectly conceived,
implemented and thought–through and eventually fits together as if by magic. He is not
materialistic. He could afford to indulge every material fancy he might ever have, but he drives an
old saloon car, which has seen better days. Totally unmoved by the jibesof his two sons, he has
never changed.My father is a business intellectual, gifted with great pragmatism. He started out
with his own father, a Greek immigrant who arrived in France without any money, having lost



everything in the war. They went into property development and my father quickly took charge.
He made a name for himself with some prestigious projects, like the port of Deauville and all its
marinas; the port of Saint–Raphael and the Annonciade tower block in Monaco, which is the
biggest in the whole of the principality.Then one bad business deal saw him lose most of his
money. He had to start again from nothing and even had to sell his car, though he was soon back
on an even keel.A few years earlier he had become one of the pioneers of renewable energy. At
that time technological developments like solar panels and wind turbines did not produce
enough energy to produce a return on investment. He had the idea of using fiscal legislation in
place at the time to offer tax benefits, which would be compensation for the low returns. He was
one of the first people in France to set up major businesses in this area. He created two
companies, one in France and the other in the United States, with a business partner who was
prepared to go and live abroad. Some years later the American subsidiary became the biggest
privately–owned American company in the energy sector. It went on the New York stock
exchange. The same happened with the French subsidiary. Quoted on the stock exchange, it
attracted capital investment from EDF and became the latter’sspecialist subsidiary in renewable
energy. My father ran the company for many years and then sold his shares to the nationalised
company in 2011.
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Bruce Hakansson, “Interesting insight. It's very much a confidence, belief in yourself and of
course putting in a lot of hard work. What I was hoping more of is specifically what the training
involved. How many hours a day, what is a typical practice session like, what kind of drills do
they do, how does the training differ from one player to another, what is an example of the
blueprint a player would do during practice turning a tournament vs. between tournament,,,,
these things were not brought up much and would to me be very interesting”

Jake Wilson, “Psychology along with technique. How bad do you want success? Patrick learns
his players emotions and tries to trigger motivations that help turn them into champions. This
isn’t a book about tennis playing techniques, it’s about how he could help those who wanted
success at nearly all costs.”

JP, “excellent. Loved the application of this book for life and my executive business coaching as
well. Learned a lot about the importance of detail and seeing things as they are to help create a
change that could be.”

Tomas Ruzicka, “As a tennis coach I did find Patrick's book Very .... As a tennis coach I did find
Patrick's book Very inspiring as he touches an inner thoughts and tough decissions coach has to
do in a Very difficult environment of professional tennis. Another aspekt is that Patrick did not
play professionally himself and in his book he shares his journey of making himself a coach and
man he is now. That makes his book completely different from autobiographies of ex players and
tennis legends. I guess for tennis fan this book can reveal what goes into making of a tennis
player.”

JLSohio, “AMAZING. Thank you Patrick for leading the way for the next gen of coaches.
Recommend for young coaches and players of all ages. Great stories about sacrifice and
dedication from all parties involved to make a champion.”

Patrick Galiano Fornazari, “Passion. Genius, passionate about what he does”

Warry Pong, “Inspiring. Great anecdotal advice for helping players to reach their top level. He
injects passion into his craft and brings it with him every day in his work.”

NL M., “For tennis enthusiasts. As translated from French to English there are elements of the
story and structure that don't quite connect. Hang in there; the underlying story of one mans'
drive and ambition is a compelling read and a great insight into the elite and specialist world of
ternnis coaching. This is not a coaching manual, but the life story (so far) of a coach who is
extremely successful in his field.”



TheGannet, “Needs polishing but it's still a good read. This is a good read for tennis lovers but it
could do with being better structured, made longer and updated. He's clearly a very driven
character but what about any abject failures - it's all about his successes ? I enjoyed the
motivational quotes.”

julia lawrence, “Great motivational book, shame about the spelling mistakes.. A good account
but the plethora of spelling mistakes is very annoying. Can't they afford a proof reader?”

Derek Telfer, “Very interesting and informative.. Fascinating insight into top coach in the world.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Must read for tennis lovers !. I have developed even more respect for
Patrick after reading this book. I have followed Patrick on social media .I follow and implement
his strategies with good level of success, however this book shares some insights on how good
he is as a coach and human being!”

The book by Patrick Mouratoglou has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 121 people have provided
feedback.
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